
Automated DICOM CD/DVD/USB Production and Importing Software

Vertex CD+ and Enterprise CD+ - DICOM CD, DVD, and USB burner software technologies
IT pioneered by Sorna to simplify enterprise imaging. The Vertex family of recording systems targets every production level and budget. Stand Alone or Enterprise 
configurations and a large array of affordable inkjet or thermal CD/DVD/USB burning solutions to meet the needs of each department within your healthcare facility.

Encryption 
Four Methods Secure DICOM and FIPS 140-2 conformance.

Enterprise CD + includes Vertex CD+ features and…

Vertex DICOM Burner System Packages*

Enhance your facility’s efficiency with Vertex’s 
cost-effective DICOM CD, DVD, and USB burning 
systems - for any production level and budget
* Multiple options available

Installation-Free Client Deployment 
Click-once deployment technology minimizes IT requirements and streamlines 
the workstation installation and maintenance process.

Embedded DICOM Viewer
Developed in-house, our intelligent and easy-to-use embedded viewing software 
improves your referring physician and patient experience.

Integration with Existing Hardware
Maximize your current hardware investment through a seamless integration with 
all industry-leading burners.

PACS Integration and Support
Developed to easily connect with your PACS in minutes, reducing installation cost.

Automated Workflows 
Vertex handles numerous jobs concurrently, substantially reducing production 
time and enhancing efficiency.

Enterprise Access to All Vertex Applications
Access all permitted Vertex Platform applications with a single-server login.

Centrally Manage All DICOM Burners
Securely and conveniently setup, configure, and 
access multiple DICOM burners.

Separate Burners from the Server 
Achieve enterprise-wide CD, DVD, and USB 
burning by physically separating all burners from 
the server (run Vertex on a VM).

Easy Job Tracking 
Single database tracking all activity across the 
enterprise 

Easy to Learn and Use
With a single screen and drag-and-drop 
functionality, Vertex significantly simplifies the 
user experience and accelerates operator training.

Import DICOM and Proprietary DISCs 
Transparently import poorly formatted and 
proprietary DISCs into your PACS- eliminating the 
need to re-scan a patient or request another DISC.

Attended Operation
Operators can complete multiple tasks 
simultaneously for maximum production.


